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Whenever a terrorist attack hits somewhere in Europe or the world, wait a few hours and the
police or media report ISIS / ISIL / Daesh claims responsibility. To enhance credibility, they
usually say it was confirmed by ISIS news agency Amaq. As soon as this little piece of info is
out, the upset populace takes a deep breath and falls at ease. It’s the usual culprits. It’s
them, not us. We are fine. We can go back to business as usual.

This in Europe alone has happened more than 40 times since May 2014 – that’s as many
‘Muslim-induced terror attacks’ Western Europe has endured; from Paris to Nice, Brussels,
London, Berlin, Munich, Würzburg, Copenhagen, Zvornik (Bosnia & Herzegovina), Moscow,
Istanbul, and many more. And almost without fail, the alleged perpetrator(s) were killed,
though  most  of  them were  not  armed  and  could  have  been  apprehended  by  police,
questioned and brought to justice. Dead men don’t talk. That’s more convenient.

The latest  Barcelona terror  Amuck-run on the Rambla is  not  different.  It  is  a  case in  point
and a typical case for confusion. There were several chief-perpetrators suspected and killed.
Many names circulated – and, of course, a passport, leading to a Spanish enclave in Morocco
was found. The owner of the passport, immediately reported it to the police as stolen, with a
solid alibi. But then, suitably his 17-year-old brother stole the passport and left it in the
white van, when he fled on foot, injured from an explosion the night before, in a residency
some 230 km south of Barcelona – or was that really him? – and several hours after the
Rambla assault, he was caught by police in Cambrils, 120 km south of Barcelona in another
attempted  pedestrian  run  –  and  killed  among  one  of  five  terrorists  who  happened  to  be
squeezed into the same Audi. Ever wondered, why so many terrorists in one car? – Or was
he really one of those killed?

By now, the people are really-really confused. Nobody knows up from down in this chaos.
Better leave it to the authorities. They know best to handle the situation. Let us go back to
normal – until the next terror attack hits – Allahu Akbar – very likely next in a theatre near
you, somewhere in this old, purposefully and increasingly militarized police state, called
Europe.

What happened to the real and innocent owner of the passport? – Does anybody know? Or
can we ask ten ‘official’ sources and get ten different answers?

How come special police throughout Europe apply the same philosophy – kill to shut them
up? Isn’t there a police ethics code – shoot only in self-defense? Most cases were no self-
defense, as the ‘terrorists’ were visibly not armed. Have European secret and special police
forces been receiving collective, well-focused training: no Muslim-Terrorist Survivors!
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Why not? – That would also explain why never anybody questions the ISIS claim to murder
and mayhem. Why would ISIS / ISIL / Daesh want to hurt those who fund them, train them,
arm them, feed them? – It’s not even secret any more. Hillary said so already years ago, We
created  them,  now  we  have  to  deal  with  them.  Former  CIA  officials  admitted  that  they
recruited, funded, trained and armed them – later the ISIL / Daesh reign was expanded with
additional financial backing by the Saudis, other Gulf States and Turkey – and, of course, all
the holy western allies. – So, why would ISIS want to hurt the cow whose milk they drink?
Strange – isn’t it?

Maybe what meets the eye is not reality. Could it be that ISIS / ISIL / Daesh, out of sheer
gratitude to its benevolent sponsors have agreed to take the blame whenever a western
orchestrated terror attack strikes somewhere in Europe or the world? Can’t be excluded, can
it? It’s not even blackmail. After all, lending a helping hand to the Big Brothers, NATO,
France, Germany, UK, US of A and many more lesser contributors, but contributors all the
same – who keep you alive, would not be out of the world. – Right? – This is all done in
connivance with massive support of European secret services, led by the usual villains, CIA,
MI6, Mossad. 

Is it therefore far-fetched to conclude that European governments are utterly complicit in
instigating and executing these ‘false flag’ terror attacks, sacrificing the lives of hundreds of
their citizens, just so they can pursue their goal of totally militarizing the Continent?  – That
they are as faithful vassals following the pattern of their trans-Atlantic partners – aiming at
Full Spectrum Dominance – World Hegemony, a New World Order under a One World Order
governed by Washington and its Deep Dark handlers? – Barcelona, Paris, Berlin are mere
little pebbles in the Big Picture mosaic of world dominion. And the people, the mothers,
fathers, wives, husbands, children who are killed – they are just menial collateral damage.
After all, slaves – what is their value?
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